Here for you in tough
times
Our comprehensive guide to divorce
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Introduction

Nash & Co are one of the area’s top law firms, with a history dating back to 1926. Our Family Law
team understands that exceptional service, support and guidance is vital for clients at what
can often be the most stressful and traumatic period in their lives.
This exceptional service and support means avoiding legal jargon and giving honest,
straightforward advice with understanding and empathy. It means being able to speak to
the lawyer dealing with your enquiry whenever you need to. And it means delivering the
best possible value – reasonable hourly rates and the swiftest, smoothest possible
resolution to family law issues whilst achieving the best possible outcome for you.

Why Nash & Co
● Here at Nash & Co, we appreciate that family problems require more sensitivity and
understanding than almost any other aspect of law. Our family law team includes
specialists in divorce, financial resolution and children matters, and is able to offer specific
and tailored advice.
● All of our lawyers are members of Resolution, formerly the Solicitors Family Law
Association, and adhere to best practice protocol to encourage all cases to resolve with
minimal animosity and in the best interest of our client.
● We are friendly and approachable with excellent legal skills and knowledge, allowing us to
give you specific advice based on your individual circumstance, to achieve the best
possible outcome for you.
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separation, then you’re probably going
through a pretty horrific and stressful time.
You need the best advice and help, and at
the very outset, an idea of what the process

finances, if you have children then their
future and parental rights will undoubtedly

the expert lawyers who would be working
for you and you’ll want some idea of their
experience and the way they work.
That’s what this guide is all about - giving
you the information you need, when you
need it.
After you’ve looked through this guide, if
you have any questions, or would like to
arrange to meet with a lawyer to discuss
your options, please don’t hesitate to get in
touch.
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1. Divorce - A New Chapter

The end of a relationship is a difficult time, full of a

Separation or Divorce?

mixture of emotions. Many people experiencing the
breakdown of a marriage will experience sadness,

The first question that arises following a relationship

anger, confusion, fear and sometimes guilt. There is

breakdown is whether the matter should proceed

disappointment over the loss of hopes and dreams

straight to divorce or whether, at an initial stage,

for the future and the difficulty of readjusting to a

parties merely wish to separate.

new life without your spouse.
Separation allows the parties the opportunity to
As well as dealing with all of the mixed emotions,

take some time out and consider the breakdown of

dealing with the practicalities of a relationship

the relationship before making decisions about the

breakdown is one of the most stressful experiences

finality of the breakdown. Parties may wish to

that most people will deal with during their life.

discuss and agree, through solicitors, the terms of a

Trying to resolve the legal issues surrounding a

separation agreement, recording their intentions in

marriage breakdown often involves not only the

terms of division of assets, payment of debts and any

divorce, but also resolution of financial issues and in

income payments to be made by one party to the

some cases, arrangements for the children.

other. A separation agreement can have a significant
influence on any later divorce settlement and it is

At Nash & Co, our team of specialist family lawyers

important that both parties have the opportunity to

understand that for most people, this is new,

take independent legal advice at the time of entering

unchartered, territory and our aim is to assist you

into.

and guide you through the issues in a way that does
not create or encourage animosity but focuses on

Separation may also be appropriate for couples who

your best interests at all times.

intend to divorce but cannot meet the legal criteria to
proceed immediately to divorce and therefore need to
wait a period of time before divorce proceedings can
commence. There is further information on the
circumstances that can be put before the court before
the court to support a divorce in chapter 3.
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Divorce is the legal ending of the marriage. Once a
decree absolute has been pronounced in divorce
proceedings, either party is free to marry again and
you are no longer spouses in a legal sense, which will
include on death and intestacy. By petitioning for
divorce, the parties give the court jurisdiction to
make orders in relation to financial matters, either
through the lodging of a consent order agreed by
both parties or through one party issuing an
application for financial proceedings to begin.
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2. First Things First

On average, divorce takes 4-6 months from start to

such as where the children live, what contact they

finish, but may need to be delayed further if there

will have with their non-resident parent, the

are financial matters to be resolved. Because of this

arrangements for their education and their healthcare

delay in bringing all matters to a conclusion, there

etc. You can complete a parenting plan online or

are certain issues that need to be considered at an

download a copy so that you can print it and work on

early stage.

it together. To get a copy of a parenting plan go to:
www.cafcass.gov.uk/grown-ups/parenting-plan.aspx

Children
When parties decide to divorce and they have
children, it is best for the parties to discuss between
themselves and if possible agree, how the divorce will
be explained to the children and what the
arrangements for the children will be in the future.
Children are often very distressed and anxious at the
time of a relationship breakdown so if parents are
able to reach an agreed way forward in terms of the
children’s arrangements, it is likely to be of great
benefit.
Home Occupation
A parenting plan is a written plan worked out
between parents after they separate to cover the

It is important to check how your home is owned or

practical issues of parenting. It can help to clarify

tenanted. If you rent your property and you are both

the arrangements that you agree to put in place to

joint tenants, you both have an equal right to occupy

care for the children, without having to go to court. It

the property. If the tenancy is in only one party’s

will also help everyone to know what is expected of

name, you may need to consider seeking

them and provide a valuable reference to go back to

independent legal advice to see whether an

if there is any uncertainty over arrangements. The

application could be made to secure your occupancy

parenting plan can set out practical arrangements

of the property.
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If the house that you live in is owned in joint names,

which would affect both parties. You should also

you will need to discuss with a solicitor whether you

consider whether you are the primary account holder

own your home as “joint tenants” or as “tenants in

for any credit for which your spouse is also a card

common”. There are important legal distinctions

holder. If your spouse incurs debt on your account

between the ways two people might own a property

following separation, you remain primarily

and this impacts on each party’s ability to leave a will

responsible to the lender for this debt and rather than

in respect of their share of the property to a chosen

trying to resolve these issues at a later stage, it is far

beneficiary. Depending on how the property is held,

preferable to avoid the situation in the first place by

it may be necessary to take steps to change the legal

closing the account or cancelling the card.

way that the property is held to enable you to
prepare a will and chose a beneficiary in respect of

Wills

your share of the property. You can discuss this with
your specialist family solicitor.

Until such time as decree absolute is pronounced,
even during divorce proceedings, your spouse

If the property that you live in is owned in your

remains your legal widow or widower on your death.

spouse’s sole name, it is possible to register a

If you die without a Will, prior to decree absolute,

“matrimonial homes right” against the title to ensure

this means that your spouse will be your primary

that you can continue to occupy the house whilst the

beneficiary. For most people in the process of

legal proceedings are ongoing. This will secure your

separation or divorce, this would not reflect their

accommodation whilst financial issues are resolved.

wishes in the event of their death and therefore it is
important to take time to revise your Will at an early

Joint Bank Accounts/Borrowing

stage and consider who you would seek to be your
beneficiary in the event of your death. If your new

You should consider whether you hold any joint bank

Will is made on contemplation of divorce, it will

accounts or credit cards with your spouse and if so,

remain valid after your decree absolute is

consider whether action should be taken at this stage

pronounced.

to close or freeze the joint bank accounts, to avoid
one party incurring debt or removing joint assets
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3. Divorce Proceedings

How do I apply for a Divorce?

Starting Divorce Proceedings

To apply for a divorce, you must have been married

To start a divorce through the courts it is necessary

for at least a year. The location of the marriage is

to prepare a petition. Law in England and Wales

not relevant to divorce and you could have been

requires one spouse to petition against the other,

married in a foreign country however to apply for a

even if you both agree that there should be a divorce.

divorce in England and Wales, either your or your

Your specialist family lawyer will need to have your

spouse must meet certain residence conditions or be

original or an official copy of your marriage certificate

domiciled in England and Wales. If you are in any

to file with the petition and if the marriage certificate

doubt about whether you would qualify for a divorce

is written in a language other than English, there will

in England and Wales, you should speak to your

need to be an approved translation as well. You will

specialist family lawyer about this.

then be required to pay the court fee to issue the
proceedings, currently £550, unless you are eligible

The divorce process is a largely administrative

for fee exemption or remission.

procedure. In the vast majority of cases, there will
be no need for either party to see a judge, as divorce

Within the petition, it is necessary to give the court

is almost always dealt with by a judge based on the

information about you and your spouse and when

paperwork. The divorce process is relatively simple,

and where you were married. You must tell the court

provided your spouse does not seek to defend the

that your marriage has irretrievably broken down,

proceedings. Defended divorce proceedings can be

which is the legal ground necessary in order to

costly, but are thankfully rare, as there is usually

pursue a divorce in England and Wales, and you must

little or nothing to be gained through the defence of a

set out evidence that your marriage has irretrievably

divorce petition. Where there are disagreements

broken down by supplying details of one of the

between spouses in relation to arrangements for the

following 5 circumstances:

children or division of financial assets, these matters
will need to be dealt with separately from the divorce
process but can run alongside, either through
separate solicitor negotiations or through separate
court proceedings.
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1. That your spouse has committed

3. That your spouse has deserted you for 2

adultery – adultery for the purposes of a

years – desertion is when a partner leaves

divorce in England and Wales requires the

without providing any explanation and where

other party to have had full sexual

there has been no agreement to them

intercourse with a member of the opposite

leaving. The court will need to be satisfied

sex and it is also required that the petitioning

that your spouse intended to desert you.

party and the respondent have not lived
together for more than 6 months since the

4. That you have lived apart for 2 years and

petitioner found out about the adultery,

your spouse consents to the divorce –

unless that adultery is ongoing. To proceed

this ground for divorce requires you to have

successfully on this ground, it is usually

lived separately for at least 2 years and for

necessary for the respondent to admit the

both parties to consent to a divorce. It is

adultery, unless evidence can be provided to

possible to live separately for the purposes of

the Court. It is not necessary to name a co-

these proceedings but still be within the same

respondent party.

household. What is important is that the
court is satisfied that there has been a

2. That your spouse has behaved

sufficient degree of separation between you

unreasonably – this is the most commonly

to justify, objectively, that you have been

used reason cited in UK divorce petitions.

separated in that time. It is not sufficient to

The scope for what amounts to behaviour

simply not share a bedroom. All aspects of

that another person could not reasonably be

life will need to be operated separately such

expected to live with is quite wide and will

as shopping, cooking, eating, washing

vary with each case. You should discuss with

clothes, household chores, etc.

your specialist family lawyer the
circumstances of the breakdown of your

5. That you have lived apart for 5 years – this

marriage and they will be able to advise you

grounds requires you to have lived apart for 5 years

on whether this would constitute behaviour

but does not require your spouse to consent to the

sufficient to satisfy the irretrievable

divorce.

breakdown of the marriage for the purposes
of the divorce.
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Children and Finances – Does it matter who divorces
who?
For the purposes of any financial or children
arrangements that need to be made, it doesn’t
matter in the vast majority of cases who starts the
divorce or why. You can ask the court to make orders
about money and children if necessary during or after
the divorce but these legal processes are completely
separate from the divorce itself and it is only in very
rare and extreme cases that anything raised or
considered within the divorce proceedings will have
an impact upon any separate proceedings relating to
finances or children.
Co-respondent
If your spouse has committed adultery it is
technically possible to name the person with whom
they have committed adultery as a co-respondent in
the divorce and also possible to claim costs against
them. We do not recommend that co-respondents
are named within divorce proceedings as it makes the
proceedings themselves more complicated with an
additional party being involved in the proceedings
and can increase stress and anxiety levels as well as
legal costs.
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Procedure

Filing and Serving the Petition

The law society says that a family lawyer acting for

Once the petition has been considered by the other

someone who wants a divorce should usually send a

party, the petition will be filed at court with the

draft copy of the divorce petition to the other spouse

marriage certificate and court fee. The court will

at least 7 days before it is file at court. This is good

then send a copy of the petition to the respondent by

practice and gives the other spouse the opportunity

post and the respondent will be sent an

to obtain legal advice and raise an objection if there

acknowledgement of service form to complete and

is anything in the petition that they find particularly

return to the court within 7 days. On this form, the

unacceptable. By following this best practice, it tends

respondent identifies whether they intend to defend

to be the case that divorce petitions can be drafted in

the divorce or not and acknowledges the receipt of

a way that is more acceptable to both parties and

the papers. If the respondent indicates that they

avoids dispute and the potential cost implications to

have no intention to defend the divorce, then the

both parties of the petition being disputed or

defendant does not need to complete any further

defended. It is important that, where possible,

paperwork within the divorce proceedings and all

matters are dealt with in a way that does not

further steps are taken by the petitioner at their own

unnecessarily heighten the already strained relations

pace.

arising from the breakdown of the marriage, as this
can cause more stress for both parties and of the
family member in the long run.
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Applying for the Decree Nisi

Decree Absolute

Once the respondent has completed and returned

Six weeks and one day after the grant of decree nisi,

their acknowledgement of service, the petitioner will

the petitioner can apply for the decree absolute,

need to complete a statement in support of their

which is the final stage of the divorce and legally

petition. This is a form when the petitioner states

ends the marriage. Not everyone should apply for

that the contents of the divorce petition are true and

decree absolute as soon as it is available and you

provides certain technical information that the court

should make sure you have discussed whether you

will require in order to progress the divorce further.

should do so with your specialist family lawyer. It

Your specialist family lawyer will then file the

may not be sensible to apply immediately if, for

application for Decree Nisi and statement in support

example, financial arrangements are not yet settled.

with the court and the court will pass the papers to a

You should ensure that you discuss your specific

judge who will consider whether the legal grounds for

circumstances with your specialist family lawyer as in

divorce have been made out and list the matter for

some cases, the grant of decree absolute may impact

Decree Nisi. Decree Nisi is the penultimate stage of

upon the type of financial claims that you could

the divorce and a date will be provided for

make.

pronouncement of Decree Nisi in open court. This
means that a judge will read out a long list of names

If the petitioner does not apply for decree absolute,

of people whose divorces have reached this stage.

then 3 months after the earliest date that the

Although it is possible to attend court to hear the

petitioner could apply for decree absolute, the

names being read out, most people chose not to do

respondent can make the application to court for

so and there is no need to attend court.

permission to apply for decree absolute. If the
respondent makes this type of application, the court
will usually grant the application, unless there is a
particular reason in relation to the financial issues
that would support the decree absolute not being
made until financial issues are resolved.
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How long will my divorce take?
If each stage of the divorce is undertaken promptly
and without delay, and there is no need to delay
decree absolute to finalise financial arrangements,
divorce usually takes between 4-6 months.
Other arrangements in relation to finances and
children may take significantly longer to resolve.
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4. Financial Settlement

On the breakdown of a relationship, resolution of the

usual to use a financial statement, called a Form E, to

financial issues is usually one of the most difficult and

ensure that both parties financial disclosure is

worrying aspects. It is a sad reality that in the

complete and in the same format. Even in a non-

majority of households, the assets and combined

court process such as mediation, you are likely to be

incomes that were able to meet the needs of the

asked to use a similar document.

family in one household cannot be divided in such a
way as to meet all of the needs of the parties and the

How can I prepare for giving Financial Disclosure?

children at the same ongoing standard of living in two
separate households. There are sometimes difficult

It will help your solicitor and help to control your

decisions to be made over the future of the family

costs if you are able to be efficient and organised in

home and how other assets or income are to be

collecting together your financial information. This

shared.

may mean getting a lever arch folder and section
dividers and starting to put copies of documents and

Before your specialist family lawyer can advise or

information you will need together. Some

assist you about financial settlement that may

information, such as pension information, may take a

represent a fair and reasonable outcome for you, it is

while to come through from the pension provider and

necessary for both parties to prepare and exchange

can delay progress. It is therefore worth asking your

full and frank financial disclosure. Financial

pension provider for a cash equivalent valuation

disclosure is the process of giving your spouse, and

(CEV) early on if you do not have one to hand. You

the court if there are financial proceedings ongoing,

may also need to talk to an accountant if there are

full details of your personal financial circumstances

assets with potential tax liability, such as second

and your anticipated future needs and resources.

properties where capital gains tax may be payable, or

Your specialist family lawyer will usually ask you to

to get up to date accounts if you are self-employed or

start preparing your documents for financial

a director and shareholder of a company.

disclosure at an early stage because it is not possible
for a lawyer to advise you properly about the likely
outcome of the case without having a full picture of
where both parties are placed financially. Financial
disclosure is essential whatever process you intend to
use to achieve a solution, in or out of court. It is

[ 12 ]
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business). You will need to provide company

How do I complete Form E?

accounts
IX.

Section 1: This covers basic details such as name

Pension valuation. You will need to obtain a

and address, information about the marriage or civil

valuation from your pension provider or

partnership, children’s educational arrangements and

supply a recent yearly statement for all

any child maintenance being paid

pensions that you hold
X.

Details of your earned income or selfemployed income together with pay slips

Section 2: This is the bulk of the form and concerns

and/or tax returns and P60s

your current financial circumstances. You will need
to provide information and supporting documentation

XI.

Details of any state benefits you receive

in relation to:

XII.

Details of any interest you have under a trust

I.

All of the property you own either jointly or in

or any imminent inheritances from somebody

your sole name including up to date

who has already died

mortgage statements and evidence of

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

approximate value (such as estate agents

Section 3: You will need to set out what you

market appraisal)

anticipate your needs will be in terms of income and

12 month’s statements for all bank or

capital for the future. The income section requires

building society accounts

you to complete a detailed monthly budget so you

The current value of any investments in your

can work out how much you spend each month and

name (shares, ISAs etc)

how much you will need to live on in the future. This

Details of life insurance policies and surrender

section needs care as the budget can be a major

values

source of disagreement and may be scrutinised by

Details of any cash you have, in any

the court, particularly if there is a claim for spousal

currency, over £500

maintenance. There are 2 subsections, one for you

Details of personal belongings worth over

and the household generally and one for any children

£500 (example cars, boats, paintings,

living with you.

antiques, motorbikes etc)
VII.

Details of debts such as credit cards and bank
loans

VIII. Business assets (if you are a company
director or in a partnership or run a

[ 13 ]
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Section 4: Within section 4 you need to explain any

Further Questions

recent or imminent changes in your assets, set out
your contributions to the marriage or civil partnership

Following the exchange of financial statements, each

and describe the standard of living you enjoyed, as

party will have the opportunity to prepare a

well as any other relevant circumstances for the court

questionnaire identifying any missing documents or

in determining the financial settlement of the case. If

information that needs to be clarified. Upon

you have remarried or are living with a new partner,

exchange of Form E financial statements, it may also

you will also need to give some details about your

become apparent that expert financial evidence

new spouse or partner’s assets and income, so far as

needs to be obtained, such as a property valuation by

you know them. Your family lawyer will be able to

a surveyor where parties are not able to agree a

assist you in completing section 4.

valuation for a property or a pensions report where
pension distribution needs to be scrutinised.

Section 5: This part asks you to indicate what type
of order you are asking the court to make, although it
may be too early for you to be able to say at this
stage, as at the time of completing your financial
disclosure, you are unlikely to have seen your former
partner’s financial information and therefore your
solicitor will not have been able to advise you on
what represents a reasonable claim.
Finally, the statement of truth must be signed,
confirming the accuracy of the information that you
have provided. If either party fails to provide
accurate information, then this will be a relevant
consideration for the court when determining how the
financial assets should be divided.

[ 14 ]
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owned assets before the marriage or inherited them

Resolving Financial Issues

during the marriage, these could also be factors for
The factors that the parties, and ultimately the court

the court when considering whether to depart from

if proceedings are issued, will need to take into

the 50/50 split.

account when determining what represents a fair and
reasonable financial settlement for both parties are

Pensions

as follows:
a) The length of the marriage

Pensions are assets held in one party’s name. Those

b) The parties’ ages

acquired during the marriage are likely to be

c)

The resources available to each party,

considered matrimonial assets. The court has powers

including in relation to income

to make either a pension sharing order or to make an

d) The reasonable needs of each of the parties

offsetting order, that essentially awards one party a

e) The reasonable needs of any children of the

greater proportion of capital assets to offset an

family
f)

imbalance in pensions.

Any health issues of either party of the
children

Where one party earns a significantly greater sum

g) Any pre or post nuptial agreements

that the other party, it may be appropriate for a court
to consider a spousal maintenance order, as well as

The court will also need to consider which assets it

any statutory child maintenance that a non-resident

treats as matrimonial and in some cases, the court

parent is required to pay. Spousal maintenance is

will need to determine whether one party’s

assessed against the needs and resources of each

contribution or whether one party’s conduct, should

party. A court will expect each party to take

have an impact on the financial settlement.

reasonable steps to maximise their income in most
circumstances. What is “reasonable” will depend on

After valuing everything, the starting point is to

all of the circumstances of the case.

divide all matrimonial assets equally. Factors that
may justify departure from a 50/50 split are then

Reaching financial settlement can be a slow and

assessed. The needs of the parties and any minor

sometimes difficult process. The factors that will be

children may warrant a departure from a 50/50 split

applied in each case are unique and this is an area

in some circumstances. In some cases, if one party

where expert legal advice and intervention will be
important for both parties.

[ 15 ]
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5. Tricky Issues

It is inevitable that following a relationship

If a financial agreement is reached, it can be lodged

breakdown, there will be issues about which you do

at court as a consent order approved by both parties

not agree. These may be issues about interim

once decree nisi in the divorce has been pronounced.

financial arrangements, long term financial

Mediation is a voluntary process that requires both

settlement or issues relating to children. Taking a

parties to be willing to mediate and to be able to give

reasonable approach from the outset helps to

honest information. If agreement cannot be reached

minimise the impact of these disagreements on the

through the mediation process, it is not possible for

overall resolution but if there are issues where are an

the mediator to impose their own idea of a suitable

agreement cannot be reached between you, it may

solution and if agreement cannot be reached, matters

be that you are willing to consider mediation to

will need to return to solicitor’s negotiation or

discuss all of the issues in the case or just specific

possibly court proceedings.

aspects. Mediation is a more informal process than
court proceedings and allows both parties the
opportunity to discuss issues under the guidance of a
trained mediator, who is not representing either of
you but remains neutral throughout. If an agreement
can be reached through mediation in relation to
issues about the children or issues about finances,
this can then be recorded in an agreement through
solicitor’s correspondence.

[ 16 ]
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6. Looking Forward

The arrival of the decree absolute evidences the legal
ending of your marriage. This can be a time of mixed
emotions but it is important to remember that the
decree absolute marks the end of an era and with it a
new era begins. Following pronouncement of decree
nisi, it is time to start focusing on yourself and your
immediate family. You now have an opportunity to
reinvent aspects of your life that have not been
satisfactory to you in the past. This might be
pursuing new hobbies or finding time for interests
that have previously been neglected. You may
choose to get involved with new activities to meet
new people and make friends or make more time for
the friends and family already in your life. Whatever
you decide, with the new dawn, comes a new fresh
day.

[ 17 ]
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Family Law Team

Eleanor Barber
Associate Solicitor and Team Leader
Eleanor joined the Nash Family Law Team in

Eleanor is also a Resolution Accredited Specialist

December 2015. She has over 15 years family

for Complex Financial and Property Matters and

law expertise including prenuptial agreements,

also for Domestic Abuse. As a Resolution

relationship breakdown, cohabitation

Specialist, Eleanor has demonstrated her

agreements and disputes, financial settlements

knowledge and abilities in the selected areas

and all matters relating to children.

through a rigorous assessment process.

Eleanor has been a full member of the Law

With Accreditations covering complex children

Society’s Children Panel since 2010 and is also

law, complex financial and property matters and

a member of Resolution which encourages

domestic abuse, Eleanor has demonstrated her

cases to be pursued and resolved in a non-

expertise across all areas of family law and you

antagonistic manner.

can be safe in the knowledge that she has the
right level of expertise to deal with your case.

“Eleanor, Many thanks in all that you have done
for me. You have been a real star with my
divorce and you’re a real asset to Nash & Co. I
hope they know and appreciate what they have
with you!”
- Mr N Plant

Eleanor Barber
Associate Solicitor
T: 01752 827026
E: ebarber@nash.co.uk
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Anne Shears
Solicitor
Anne qualified as a Solicitor in 2007 after

Anne recognises that very few clients wish to go to

completing her Legal Practice Course in Bristol

Court and seeks to resolve disputes through careful

and her Law and German Degree at Cardiff

negotiation outside of a Court managed process if

University. She has practised family law in

possible. However, she is clear in her advice as to

Plymouth since 2009 and specialises in divorce

when an application is required and has expertise in

cases and resolving financial matters that arise

representing clients if such steps are necessary to

from the breakdown of a relationship. Anne

bring about a conclusion as swiftly as possible.

also prepares cohabitation and pre-nuptial
Anne is a member of Resolution which is a national

agreements and separation agreements.

organisation encouraging family law cases to be
pursued and resolved in a non-antagonistic and
constructive manner.

“A little note to say how much I appreciate not only
all your hard work but your tolerance and
understanding. Thank you also for being the voice of
reason. Thank you – two simple words but carry a
lot of emotion and my gratitude”

Anne Shears
Solicitor
T: 01752 827015
E: ashears@nash.co.uk
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Appendix 1
The Divorce Procedure

Divorce Procedure

Issue petition
£550 court fee

Court sends petition to Respondent

Respondent fails to file an acknowledgement

Respondent files acknowledgement of service.

of service.

Petitioner arranges to have documents

Court sends a copy of the Respondent’s

personally served on the Respondent.

acknowledgement of service to Petitioner.

Alternatively applications to the court can be
made for other types of service.

Petitioner files statement in support of
divorce and application for decree nisi if the
divorce is undefined.

District judge considers petition. If grounds are
accepted, the petition gets listed in the judge’s
list for pronouncement of decree nisi.

Decree nisi pronounced.

Petitioner can apply for decree absolute after a minimum wait of six weeks.

If Petitioner does not apply for the decree
absolute, after 4.5 months the Respondent
can apply to the court for the decree absolute
and a fee of £155 is payable.

Hearing before a judge on application for
decree absolute.

Cannot obtain decree absolute until outstanding
matters (including ancillary matters) are finalised.

Application granted.

Decree absolute issued.

Petitioner applies for decree absolute.

Appendix 2
Financial Remedy Proceedings

Financial Remedy Proceedings

Try and resolve without Court intervention / attend
mediation

Issue application, Court fee £255.00

Notice of first Court hearing received from Court

Exchange full and frank financial disclosure
(normally 35 days before hearing)

Prepare chronology, statement of issues and
questionnaire

First Hearing (FDA) - an order will be made setting
out what is needed to progress the case (e.g.
instruction of an expert, replies to questionnaire)
and timescales for filing the same with the court.

Second Hearing (FDR) - without prejudice hearing
where the Judge gives an indication as to reasonable
settlement terms to assist parties in reaching a
settlement. The Judge’s indication is not legally
binding.

Updating disclosure as appropriate.

Final Hearing - where the Judge makes a final
decision. The Judge will not be the same Judge who
heard the Second (FDR) Hearing.

Appendix 3
Who are Resolution?

Who are Resolution
Resolution, which was formerly known as the Solicitors Family Law Association (SFLA), is an organisation
of 6,500 family lawyers and other professionals in England and Wales, who believe in a constructive,
non-confrontational approach to family law matters. Resolution also campaigns for improvements to the
family justice system.
Resolution supports the development of family lawyers through its national and regional training
programmes, through publications and good practice guides and through its accreditation scheme.
Resolution also trains and accredits mediators and is the only body providing training and support for
collaborative lawyers in England and Wales.
The cornerstone of membership of Resolution is adherence to the Code of Practice, which sets out the
principles of a non-confrontational approach to family law matters. The code requires lawyers to deal with
each other in a civilised way and to encourage their clients to put their differences aside and reach fair
agreements.
Nash & Co are members of Resolution and as such, we’re committed to encouraging conciliation rather
than conflict in family matters.

